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Living the student experience

Can your living situation enhance or limit your university years?
Natalie Timperio

Senior InsideOut Editor

You have ten seconds to distil the
university experience down to three
components. Quick – what comes to
mind?
		
Of course, “working”,
“playing”, and, the proverbial favourite, “pinching pennies” would
more than likely comprise the general response. Yes, university is
work, presuming you enjoy at least
a little academic success.
		
But what follows work?
Play, of course. Yet play is not limited to countless nights of binge
drinking, as cinematic portrayals of
student life would have us believe.
		
Rather, it can include a
range of activities performed outside academia that need not involve
substance abuse, such as sports and
recreational hobbies.
		
But play, in whichever
way you interpret it, often results
in a barren wallet. It is sad but true:
desperate hunts for coins in couches
are too often a pastime for students.
		
Although many may be
able to identify with these aspects of
student life, no two student experiences are alike.
		
In fact, your experience
can be heavily impacted by where
you chose to live during your university years – that is, away from
home or at home.
		
Of course, there are pros
and cons to both, and although most
people have likely made a decision
to which they will stay firm, still
others may be left questioning their
choice. So, let’s think it over.
		
Originally from Orillia,
Ontario, Emily Grater, a third-year
religious studies student at McMaster University, said that “the
biggest reason I decided to live
away from home was because I
felt the needed to ‘get away’ from
my home town. I was looking for a
new adventure and figured leaving
home ... would provide a sense of
independence. Plus, there was some
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If you’re unsure whether to live at or away from home during university, weighing the pros and cons can be helpful.
obvious friction at my house between my parents and myself.”
		
Yet Mel Napeloni, a Society for Off Campus Students
(SOCS) welcome week rep and
second-year English and philosophy student at Mac, said differently.
As a Hamilton native, Napeloni explained that living at home wasn’t a

free choice: “It was just a matter of
financial difficulty. I was actually
going to live away from home with
a couple friends of mine. Unfortunately, it just didn’t work out as I
didn’t save enough money.”
		
Indeed, living away from
home can prove challenging, especially in the financial department.

		
Though living at home
during university may not be possible because of the distance, for
those who do choose to live away,
the issue of money may prove problematic. In fact, Grater said, “now
that I’ve lived on my own and have
had first-hand experience of student
living ... I would live at home if

possible. Although living with my
parents again could cause some unwanted stress, the financial benefits
of living at home are too good to
pass up.”
The cost of living for anyone
is difficult in today’s day and age;
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The boo-rrific history of Halloween
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For us university students, holiday excitement and anticipation
is diminished. We no longer sacrifice sleep for the chance to catch a
glimpse of Santa, we don’t tug away
at our loose teeth in hopes of a visit
from the tooth fairy and we certainly don’t dress up as princesses and
goblins, banging on our neighbours
doors and begging for candy.
		
Alas, we have grown up.
Most of our festive traditions result
in massive hangovers and excessive weight gain from the copious
amounts of liquor and food.
		
Halloween is once again
upon us, and that means while students will be desperately searching
for last minute, cheap costume ideas
and planning for parties, children
under 12 will be preparing their

most durable pillow case for a night
of candy and spooky fun.
		
Halloween is a night for
families to carve pumpkins, decorate their house in cobwebs, light
bonfires, watch all the classic horror
flicks and dress up in outfits you just
can’t wear on any other day of the
year.
		
Canada has a number of
Halloween traditions, yet few of
us know where these traditions originated. Who were the founders of
such a scary holiday, and is Halloween celebrated globally?
		
With the holiday fast approaching, the InsideOut team has
got you covered with everything
you need to know on Hallow’s Eve.
		
Halloween is originally
derived from the Celtic festival
Samhain, which is held at the end
of harvest season in preparation for
the winter months. Apparently, the

Gaels believed that October 31st
marked the overlapping between
the world of the dead and the world
of the living. On this day, the deceased would come back to life and
haunt civilians by damaging crops
or causing sickness.
		
During Samhain, the Gaels
would celebrate with large bonfires
and would wear ghoulish masks to
appease the evil spirits.
		
With mass immigration
of the Irish, Scottish and Welsh in
the late 19th to early 20th centuries,
traditions in Gaelic culture established themselves in countries such
as Canada, England and the United
States.
		
However, a mystery has
yet to be solved: How is it that the
term ‘Halloween’ was derived from
Samhain? Also, where did the tradition of trick-or-treating originate?
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These guys will tell you what you need to know about Halloween.

Stress less during
midterms

Pet
predicament

Don’t let the madness
get the best of you;
take time to enjoy
yourself.

Student living may or
may not be suitable
for pets.
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